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View from the Dome 
 

So many exciting developments to share in this issue of the Research Report! Without further delay:  
 

 The May 2014 radionics workshops at the Dome have morphed a bit since first announced. By 
popular demand we are offering a two-day “basics” course and a two-day “advanced topics” class.  
If you need a refresher or are new to the instrument, the Basic Radionics course will be perfect for 
you.  However, a two-day Advanced Topics class for experienced users will provide more to 
cover and practice those procedures, as well as to identify radionic solutions to your specific, real-
world problems. Turn to the “Community Contributions” article on page 2 for examples of results 
achieved in Saskatoon this February.  You have made a big investment in your radionic equipment 
– now invest the time to maximize the benefit with a KRT workshop! 
 

 First installed on all new Seeker, Beacon, and Workstation instruments in 2012, the Omron 
Adjustable Timer significantly enhances the capabilities of the larger instruments!  Instead of 
having only one option, the new Omron timer is easily set to accurately time for as little as 1.2 
seconds and as long as 300 hours.  These timers are standard in new instruments, but now by 
popular demand KRT will retrofit your pre-2012 instruments with an Omron timer for a modest fee.  

 

 Long time users of KRT instruments will remember that the BETAR line of Mood-o-Matic Mood Tone 
Generators (the old “ELF” products) and Focused Vibroacoustic Sound Therapy Systems were 
invented right here at the Dome.  After two years of development we are thrilled to announce the 
all-new BETAR Pro 700 amplifier.  The new amps are ready to use with all but the very earliest 
BETAR systems and come equipped with features and capabilities Dad could have only dreamed of 
in 1987. If stress, tension, depression and/or pain are part of your life, I urge try BETAR!  

 

 A newly-revised Fertilizer sheet that includes radionic rates for 130 soil constituents, 
additives, supplements, and fertilizers.  Many thanks to our friend Davor for his help with this! 

 

 Don’t miss the latest information on the 2014 Great Radionics Expo! Exciting developments 
include our presentation of dowser Raymon Grace, whose two-day program Stacking the Deck of 
Life in Your Favor with Intent changed my life last year.  Also new, the U.S. Psychotronics 
Association has accepted my invitation to present a slate of 8 speakers at the Expo.  In the past 
the USPA has played a pivotal role in the esoteric community, serving as a hub for scientific 
research while providing an unbiased, non-commercial forum for discussion. Today the group is 
working hard to transition to an easy access digital archives and an all-new website.   
Note: The dates for the Expo have shifted by one day, so please read the attached info carefully! 
 

 Last but not least, check out what’s new in the 2014 Catalog! 
 
See you in Columbus! 
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Community Contributions 
 

Success with Lambs 
I have tried a few more things with the info I got from this last workshop including that I was able to get twin lambs 
bonded up with their mother (samples of all 3) so they would nurse and bond and thrive; I have had some others 
this season that have stomped their babies and babies just not finding their own way to nurse.  Instead of bringing 
them in the house and bottle feeding, I just used my instrument and it worked beautifully, saving me a whole lot of 
sleepless nights! 

Another success for the instrument - I have been working on a tougher case with two surviving triplets and 
the mother.  All lambs were weak to begin with so I gave them a bottle right away.  This likely prevented them 
from trying to nurse.  Mother got engorged and mastitis (very inflamed and uncomfortable.) vicious circle effect - 
any time the lamb tried, the mom would move away because it hurt to touch the udder. 

I have been working on this situation and though I am still giving a bottle every four hours to ensure the lambs 
thrive - the mother still recognizes the lambs as hers and shows some motherliness toward them.  Today I worked 
on a rate just to reduce pain and inflammation.  When I went out with a hot compress she actually stood for me to 
massage her udder.  I told the kids right then and there that this is a radionics miracle.  I am still hopeful that the 
mother can start nursing her own babies after three days and go forward from here.  The rate for unconditional love 
is on all the time. 

Having much fun here! 

Ms. G 
 

New Skin Rates  

As a farmer my forearms have been exposed to excess sunlight for many years and the skin on the tops of my 
forearms are rough with red and dark brown sploches.  The occurred to me  - I had never seen the frequencies in my 
scalar training for the skin of mammals.  So I began scanning.  I found four banks of radionic rates that appear to be 
a full set – to be used all at the same time: 

[(89.90-25.70)(31.30-71.50)(45.80-57.00)(17.00-65.50)] 

Broadcasting can be accompanied by reagents, eg. extra virgin olive oil and top grade coconut oil.  

After broadcasting for two weeks, have begun to heal the skin and warts also appear to be shrinking.  Live blood 
analysis shows that internally I am in good shape, so that might be important as the basis for getting quick results 
on the skin.   

Best Regards, Mr. R  
 

H’Oponopono by Marty Lucas, Every Advantage Consulting 
My work leads me to seek root causes and solve problems rather than address symptoms.  This has taken me away 
from the purely physical into much more energetic work.  Instead of looking at individual imbalances, I seek to find 
the energetic blockages that interfere with health and healing.  When a system has enough energy and the right 
information, it often corrects itself much more completely than I could ever imagine. 

Kelly Research Report  is published by Kelly Research Technologies, Post Office Box 128, 121 Oasis Road, Lakemont, Georgia, 30552. EDITOR-
IN-CHIEF: Ed Kelly.  Kelly Research Report is published quarterly. Copyright in the United States. Reproduction in whole or in part is forbidden unless written 
permission has been granted by the publisher. Subscription rate for four issues is $25.00 in North America, $40.00 (U.S. Dollars) elsewhere, or $9.99 for email 
delivery via PDF via email. Correspondence and subscription requests should be sent to Kelly Research Report at the above address. Expiration date for a 
subscription is shown in brackets following the subscriber’s name on the address label. Publication of this newsletter in no way constitutes a claim that 
psychotronic, radionic or scalar technology devices are effective in the treatment of disease or other human ailments. These devices are designed to be used for 
personal research and/or agricultural purposes only. We are not in the business of treating people and/or teaching to people to treat people. Persons with mental 
or physical illnesses should be referred to qualified medical practitioners licensed by federal, state or local agencies, as applicable. The publisher assumes no 
responsibility for the accuracy, efficacy or effects of material presented here or material submitted by readers. This material represents research that is being 
passed on for enlightenment of others who are following, or wish to follow, similar paths.     www.kellyresearchtech.com 
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This work lead me to the H’Oponopono. 

In Hawaiian spiritual tradition, you are responsible for everything that happens in your life.  They believed that 
since each of us is a creator of our own reality, then everything and everyone that interacts with us, does so in part 
because of us. 

When you think about the awesome responsibility that comes from this belief it is nearly overwhelming.  Imagine, 
the neighbor child with the chronic disease - your responsibility.  The family on the news that lost their home to fire 
- your responsibility.  The war on the other side of the world - your responsibility as well.  They believed that 
everything that touched their lives was their responsibility.  So in order to deal with this they developed a simple 
prayer, only four lines long. 

“I am sorry.  Please forgive me.  Thank you. I love you.”   

As a Midwesterner and a retired military officer, I had a difficult time even saying the first two lines.  

And whether you accept the belief behind the prayer is entirely up to you.  Frankly there are big parts of it that I 
have trouble with.  

But when I looked at the H’Oponopono prayer as a thought-form and a frequency, I found it to be nearly magical in 
the way things changed around me. The H’Oponopono changes how my energy field reacts with others around me.  
It clears difficulties away, before I even know there are any.  It is possibly the most powerful prayer I have ever 
used. 

It works so well, I decided to use it on some of my Radionic projects using the three bank radionic rate for 
H’Oponopono: [(51.75-97.00)(14.00-12.25)(82.75-39.00)]*  

First I analyzed a number of subjects to see what the average intensity was.  For most of my subjects, it came in 
around 200, give or take 50.  Then I dowsed to see what optimal intensity should be.  I expected to get General 
Vitality (GV), but instead, I got that the optimal intensity for an adult is just over 6,000. 

The next big surprise, was that as the subject approaches optimal intensity for the H’Oponopono, all other 
parameters begin to come into alignment as well. Like many other radionic rates, simply bringing them up to 
optimal intensity does not mean they will stay there.  In my experience the subject must follow through with 
changes in thought and act in order to keep the intensity high. However, even with no additional work the intensity 
of the H’Oponopono frequency falls slowly.  After several weeks it does not fall back to the initial intensity. 

For these subjects, health issues are also subsiding, some things dramatically and others more slowly.  When the 
body is given what it needs to heal itself, it very often heals issues that we are not aware of. 

Finally, I began balancing a conventional farm with the H’Oponopono.  The fields began with a starting GV of 250, 
and a H’Oponopono of 175.  Just as with the subjects, the nutrients in the soil began balancing up as the  

H’Oponopono approached optimal intensity.  With the H’Oponopono at 6000, the GV of the field is now at 1175.  
All minerals and nutrients in the soil are in that same range. The exciting thing about the soil is that weeds 
germinate because of soil imbalances. So with the soil balanced, will weed pressure be lessened?  We’ll know in a 
few weeks! 

It seems that what the H’Oponopono does is break down the energetic barriers of communication with Source.  
Forgiving ourselves and asking others to forgive us opens an energetic pathway that allows healing.That is 
precisely what our Western Spiritual traditions teach.   

So whether the Hawaiian tradition of accepting responsibility works for you or not, the frequency of the loving, 
forgiving thought-form known as the H’Oponopono is a powerful tool in our Radionic arsenal. 

Keep Smiling and Dialing!    Marty   marty@everyadvantage.net 

* You have been looking for an excuse to get the Tuning Station, NOW you have one! 

 

Be sure to meet Marty at the 2014 Great Radionics Expo! - Ed 
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Numerical 
Mode Set

Time  
Mode Set

Use in “E” 
Mode 

Introducing the Omron Adjustable Timer 
 

Beginning with the very first “Large Ag” Workstations in 1983, Kelly 
instruments were equipped with 10-hour electronic timers designed and built 
by Nicholas "Ron" Corrao of the L-Ron Corporation in Crystal Lake, Illinois.  At 
the heart of the L-Ron timer was an electro-mechanical relay that physically 
opened and closed the amplifier circuit in the instrument - an essential feature 
since an unpowered Kelly radionic instrument will continue to broadcast 
through passive resonance with no electrical power of any kind if the circuit is 
complete.  The L-Ron timers allowed the operator to either set a desired time 
or scan/dowse for the appropriate broadcast time directly on the timer dial.   
 

 Kelly “Large Ag” Workstation Mark I              Kelly “Large Ag” Workstation Mark II      Kelly Workstation Mark III 
 
 

   

After the untimely passage of Mr. Corrao in 2012, KRT 
searched to locate a replacement device that met the unique 
requirements of a radionic instrument. The result is the Omron 
H3CR, a timer that exceeded our expectations with regards to 
precision, quality, and ease-of-use, as well as the ability to 
utilize the dial to scan for the appropriate time to broadcast.   
 
A 16-in-1 Timer! The Omron Adjustable Timer arrives pre-
configured on every Seeker, Beacon, and Workstation to 
operate as a 12-Hour Timer, as indicated by the numbers 
displayed in the seven small windows on the timer dial and the 
time unit displayed in the window at the bottom. Any 
combination of four numerical and four time modes may be 
utilized by the operator for a time with a range of as short as 
1.2 seconds to as long as 300 hours without sacrificing 
simplicity. 

   
Changing modes is easy!  In a matter of moments this 
instrument may be transformed between the 16 modes.  
 

Numerical Mode Set:  Gently turn the small plastic screw 
found in the lower left corner of the timer face with the tip of 
a small Phillips head screwdriver to cause the numbers 
displayed in the seven small windows on the timer dial to 
rotate between these four modes:   
 

 0 to 1.2   
 0 to 3 

 0 to 12 
 0 to 30 
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For example, changing the numerical mode on the timer shown in the photo would cause it to 
operate as a 1.2 Hour Timer, a 3 Hour Timer, a 12 Hour Timer, or a 30 Hour Timer.   
 
Time Mode Set:  Gently turn the small plastic screw found in the lower right corner of the timer face 
with the tip of a small Phillips head screwdriver.  Turning this screw will cause the units of time 
displayed in the small window at the bottom of the timer dial to rotate between these four modes:   
 

 “sec” – Seconds 
 “min” – Minutes 

 “hrs” - Hours 
 “10 hrs” – Hours x10 

 

For example, changing the time mode on the timer shown in the photo would cause it to operate as 
either a 12 Second Timer, a 12 Minute Timer, a 12 Hour Timer, or a 120 Hour Timer.   
 

In this way the radionic researcher may select the perfect combination of numerical and time modes 
most appropriate for the radionic broadcasts typically conducted. For the researcher who is 
delivering an overall energetic balancing using a worksheet, the timer may be ideally set to “0 to 30 
minutes” since most tuning broadcasts will be in that range.  For the farmer working to detoxify the 
soil or attack a weed, the timer range may be most useful when set for “0 to 300 hours” to reflect 
the use of long broadcasts of multiple rates, especially when used in conjunctions with a KRT Tuning 
Station.   Best of all, it is easy to change the configuration of the timer as needed!  
 

Wiring Mode:  The Workstation is wired to operate in “E” mode only.  Do not adjust! 
 
Using the timer is easy!  Here are the steps for utilizing the Omron Adjustable Timer in a radionic 
broadcast with The Workstation.  Operation is very similar on both The Seeker and The Beacon.  

 

A. Turn on the Main Power by setting the “Main 
Power” toggle switch to the “On” position on the 
connector panel found on the left side of the 
instrument.   

 

B. Turn on the Instrument Power by setting the 
“Power” toggle switch on the upper right corner of 
the upper instrument panel to the “On” position.  A 
green indicator lamp will illuminate to show that 
power is on.   

 

C. Place the witness or sample in the input well  
found in the upper center of the lower instrument 
panel.  Adding multiple samples and/or witnesses to 
the well and any auxiliary wells allows simultaneous 
broadcasting back to all of elements that are 
represented by the witnesses in the well(s).   

 

D. Activate a Rate Bank or banks by turning on one or 
more of the bank toggle switches found on the left 
side of the upper instrument panel.  A green indicator 
lamp will illuminate to show each bank that has been 
activated.  

 

E. Set the rate dials to the radionic rate(s) of interest. Rate banks not being utilized should be 
set to “0.00-0.00” and turned off. 

 

 Tip: Rates may be set on multiple banks during broadcasts.  However, because the three banks are wired 
in parallel, the information or transmission will reflect the total of all energy patterns and/or information. 
For specific information, check one rate at a time.  
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F. Identify the broadcast time: Focus the 
mind on the question at hand (“For how 
long should this broadcast take place in 
order to balance XYZ in sample ABC, with 
no unintended consequences?”) while 
lightly rubbing dry fingers across the 
surface of the reaction plate and slowly 
turning the dial on the timer.  Make note of 
any sensations of increasing friction with 
the plate, weight in the fingertips or other 
sensations as the timer dial is turned.  
Multiple resonance points or “sticks” may 
be sensed; typically the strongest of these 
should be noted as the appropriate 
broadcast time.  Leave the timer dial set to 
the location of the strongest stick.  While 
the dial will not move, the electronic timer 
will accurately count down the time and 
then turn off the unit.   

 

G. Set the instrument for timed broadcast: 
 

 Set the “Amp” switch to “Timer Mode” 
 Set the “Function” switch to “Broadcast” 
 

Indicator lamps will illuminate to confirm the Amp and Function mode selections. 
 

Timer On: When the timer is active and on the lamp marked “OUT” will be lit steady red 
and the lamp marked “POWER” will be lit green and flashing. At this time the flow of power 
to the amplifier is being controlled by the timer.  
  

Timer Off:  When the timer is off the “OUT” lamp is turned off and the “POWER” lamp is lit 
green and steady. At this time the flow of power has been turned off to the amplifier by the 
timer.  

 

Note: For the amplifier to be turned on the operator must also set the Function switch into the 
“Broadcast” mode.  The timer is a useful tool, but the responsibility for the broadcast always rests with 
the operator!  
 

H. Add any supplementary agents to the input well(s) and test for desirability.  
 

I. Check for overall appropriateness of the broadcast by asking the question, “Is this an 
appropriate broadcast to make?” while rubbing the reaction plate.  A stick will indicate a “yes” 
while a lack of stick will indicate “no”.  Do not turn any dials during this process.  This step may 
also be completed using a pendulum or other dowsing technique. 

 

J. The timer will end the broadcast automatically.  Timer operation is complete when the 
“OUT” lamp is turned off and the “POWER” lamp is lit green and steady. At this time the flow of 
power has been turned off to the amplifier by the timer.  Note that the “Timer Mode” indicator 
lamp will remain illuminated until turned off by the user.   

 

K. Re-check the intensity or intensities of the radionic rate(s) of interest.  Set the instrument 
for “Analysis” mode, then check each bank individually for results on each rate, or check 
multiple banks simultaneously to learn the impact of a combined process.   

 

 Tip:  Resist the impulse to continue broadcasting if the intensities are not as low or high as expected.  
Utilizing the broadcast time identified earlier in this process will ensure that the organic system is not 
thrown into a state of disequilibrium rather than eased into a state of balance.        

 
 

Timer On

Timer Off
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L. Record the new intensity or intensities.  
 

M. Reset the instrument for timed broadcast: 
After a timed broadcast the integrated timer must be reset, as 
follows:  

 

 Move the “Amp” switch from “Timer Mode” to “Off”. The timer 
is now turned off and reset.  

 Set the “Amp” switch back into “Timer Mode”. The timer is now 
turned on and active.  

 Leave the timer dial set to repeat the last time utilized, set the 
timer dial to the next desired setting, or return the timer dial to 
zero and scan for the next broadcast time using the steps 
described above.  

 

 

Mode indicator lamps will illuminate to confirm these mode 
selections. As before, on the timer the lamp marked “OUT” will be 
lit steady red and the lamp marked “POWER” will be lit green and 
flashing. At this time the flow of power to the amplifier is being 
controlled by the timer. 

 
The Omron Adjustable Timer is a standard feature on The Seeker, The Beacon, 
and The Workstation, adding flexibility and precision to every timed broadcast.  
Now owners of pre-2012 editions of these systems may also enjoy the benefits of 
this new technology as well.  Let KRT upgrade your instrument from the old L-
Ron 10-Hour timers to the new full-featured, 16-in-1 Omron Adjustable Timer!  
 

Omron 16-1 Adjustable Timer Upgrade …..………………………………..…..…… $295.00 

 
BETAR – 7 Pathways to Relaxation! 
KRT founder Peter J. Kelly introduced BETAR® 
to the world in the January 1987 issue of this 
newsletter. Since then BETAR Focused 

Vibroacoustic Sound Therapy Systems have combined the 
relaxation power of total-body sonic energy massage, soothing 
low-frequency sound and magnetic waves, and the healing 
power of your favorite music to deliver the ultimate in stress 
reduction, pain release and personal balance.  The all-new Pro 
700 Amplifier combines all of these features with several new 
ones, including a state-of-the-art handheld touchscreen 
controller.  Read on for an in-depth look at the Pro 700 Amp! 
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BETAR Pro 700 – The Complete Package 

Menu Control Screens on the 7” Controller

7” Touchscreen Tablet Controller

 

 
 

Introducing the all-new BETAR® Pro 700 Amplifier! 
 

 

The all-new BETAR Pro 700 Amplifier significantly expands the 
package of benefits delivered by a BETAR Focused Vibroacoustic 
Sound Therapy System. This fully integrated component replaces all 
mixer boards, secondary amplifiers, computers, and even the need 
for an external CD player. The Pro 700 also delivers an 
unprecedented level of control through an all-new 7” touchscreen 
tablet that puts every feature at the fingertips of the BETAR rider. 
Core functions and modalities include:  

 7 Input/Output Channels: Use the arrows to find the perfect 
mix of volumes or press a tab to toggle on/off to last setting.   

 7 Soothing Soundscapes: Digitized soundscapes that ease 
the ears and sooth the mind with the sounds of comfort. 

 7 Rainbow Colors: Illuminate yourself with any of the 7 
Rainbow Colors or cycle through all of them with optional 
stage-quality lamps that can be set to 7 levels of brightness.  
Intensify the experience in Music Pulse or Tone Pulse modes.  

 7 BETAR Mood-O-Matic Tones: The BETAR Mood Tones are 
at the heart of every BETAR experience. These seven low 
frequency waveforms directly pulse the body and its natural 
electrical/energetic field, inducing simultaneous brainwave 
stimulation and subtle energy activation through resonance. 

The BETAR Pro 700 amplifier is also a fully-functional Windows 8 
computer and comes equipped with a monitor, keyboard, and 
mouse.  It is ready to store, organize, and serve your digital media 
to your BETAR system via your favorite software or apps, or stream 
your content through onboard wireless and Ethernet connections.  

Transform your BETAR System!  The BETAR Pro 700 Amplifier is 
ready to use with almost every existing BETAR Focused Vibroacoustic 
Sound Therapy System thanks to our easy-to-use harness adapter.  
In an instant you can enjoy all of the new Pro 700 features and 
eliminate distracting static or noise that may have crept into the old 
electromechanical components in your old system. 

www.BETAR.com 
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Optional BETAR Lamps deliver 7 Rainbow Colors

BETAR– a Pyramid of Pathways to DEEP RELAXATION! 

BETAR® Pro 700 Amplifier: 7 Pathways to Relaxation 
 
The all-new BETAR Pro 700 Amplifier creates 7 
Pathways to Relaxation in every BETAR 
Focused Vibroacoustic Sound Therapy System: 
 
1. Vibroacoustic Sound Therapy: Sonic 
energy from the focused speaker array directly 
stimulates every muscle, joint, and organ in the 
body with a mix of BETAR Tones, soundscapes, 
and music from up to three input channels for an 
experience that is as exciting, tranquil, or joyous 
as desired by the rider.   

2. Magnetic Pulse Therapy: The speaker array 
directly pulses the brain and bioelectrical 
nervous system with a magnetic field defined 
and perfectly synchronized with the mix of 
music, soundscapes, and BETAR Tones.  

3. Music Therapy: Stimulate higher brain 
function and an emotional response by selecting 
the perfect music for the BETAR ride.  Then use 
Music Pulse mode to see the music transformed 
into one of the 7 Rainbow Colors on an optional 
BETAR Lamp.   

4. Audio Brainwave Entrainment: Integrate 
one of 7 Soothing Soundscapes - repetitive 
digitized soundtracks that ease and quiet the 
mind using the principles of sound masking - 
into any music mix at exactly the audio level. 

5. Color Therapy: Illuminate yourself with the 7 
Rainbow Colors delivered by stage-quality LED 
lamps that can be set to 7 levels of brightness.  
Whatever color is selected is also displayed on 
the front of the BETAR amplifier and the tablet 
menus.  

6. Visual Brainwave Entrainment: Maximize 
entrainment through direct stimulation of the 
brain through the visual cortex! Use the optional 
BETAR Lamp(s) or the tablet controller in Tone 
Pulse mode and see them flash at the rates of 
the BETAR Tone selected in one of the 7 Rainbow 
Colors.  Operate in Cycle mode to automatically 
move to a new Tone every 7 minutes - either 
higher toward “FOCUS” or lower toward “SLEEP”.  

7. Bioenergetic Resonance: The 7 BETAR 
Mood Tones stimulate the flow of subtle energy 
to the rider by resonating the chakra – the body’s natural energy centers – in order to clear away old 
patterns of physical and emotional pain and allow natural healing to begin.  Tones may be played in 
Classic Balance mode, a different Tone in each array speaker, or in the new Single Tone mode, in which 
every speaker on the table plays the BETAR Tone of your choosing.  Or operate in Mood-o-Matic mode to 
automatically cycle to a new BETAR Tone every 7 minutes. 

All-New BETAR Pro 700 Amplifier……….………………………… $4,500.00 
Harness Adapter (for use with pre-2014 BETAR systems)....…..…………………………………. $150.00 
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Linking Heart Disease and Dental Care  
 

For more than 100 years the medical profession has 
reported possible links between the plaque that forms in the 
mouth due to poor dental care and the plaque that forms in 
the circulatory system – the classic “hardening of the 
arteries” described by atherosclerosis.   This has been an 
easy relationship to make since studies have shown that 
people with higher levels of some of the same disease-
causing bacteria in the mouth were also more likely to 
exhibit clogging of the carotid artery in the neck, as well as 
other parts of the body.1 

 

Atherosclerosis develops when deposits of fats and other 
substances in the blood begin to stick to the sides of the arteries. Over time these deposits 
can accummulate and narrow arteries, clogging them like a plugged-up pipe. If these 
plaques ever block the blood flow completely, one could have a heart attack or stroke, 
depending on the location of the blockage.2 

 

Periodontist Sally Cram, DDS, a spokeswoman for the American Dental Association, was 
cited on WebMD as saying, "There are a lot of studies that suggest that oral health, and 
gum disease in particular, are related to serious conditions like heart disease.”3   
 

Likewise, the American Academy of Peridontology noted that  people with periodontal 
disease are almost twice as likely to have coronary artery or heart disease. One study 
found that the presence of common oral health problems, including gum disease 
(gingivitis), cavities, and missing teeth, were as good at predicting heart disease as 
cholesterol levels.4 

 

However, the American Heart Association has recently contested these findings, stating 
that the relatioship is not as clear as was previously thought, that there is no evidence that 
treating or preventing gum disease has any direct effect on heart health.  National Public 
Radio’s Ted Burnham recently reported on this statement: 
 

"We set out to look at all of the science," study author Peter Lockhart, chair of oral 
medicine at the Carolinas Medical Center. After reviewing dozens of studies published over 
the last 20 years, the panel concluded that gum disease and heart disease do occur 
together - but despite conventional wisdom, one does not cause the other. Studies that 
appeared to show a link, the panel found, often failed to control for outside factors that 
contribute to both diseases, such as smoking, obesity, and stress.5 

 

At this point the jury is still out on this relationship, however one can never go wrong by 
reducing all of the factors associated with both peridontal and heart disease.  Brushing and 
flossing daily will ensure we are ready to show off our smiles after we lose some weight, 
get some exercise, and reduce the sources of stress in our lives. 
 
 

Sources 
 

1. Griffin, Morgan. “Periodontal Disease and Heart Health.” 2013. WebMD (See: http://tinyurl.com/yv4cht)  
2. (2013). Atherosclerosis. Wikipedia.  (See: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atherosclerosis) 
3. Griffin, Morgan. “Periodontal Disease and Heart Health.” 2013. WebMD (See: http://tinyurl.com/yv4cht) 
4. Ibid 
5. Burnham, Ted. “Flossing Is Good For The Gums, But Doesn't Help The Heart.” April 19, 2012. Shots: Health News from 
NPR. (See: http://tinyurl.com/cr6b8zk) 



Fertilizer 
Farm Date
Field

Reading  Reading

Toxins, General Index 13.40-15.25
MACRONUTRIENTS1—
Primary Nutrients2 

Source: Nitrogen (N) promotes foliage & overall growth

Alaska Fish 43.50-54.00
Ammonium Nitrate 76.00-90.00
Ammonium Sulfate 48.00-39.25
Blood Meal 42.75-49.00
Bone Meal 23.75-25.00

Organic Compound 18.00-  3.75
Calcium Nitrate, Anionic

3 94.00-64.50
Commercial, Concentrated 

Superphosphate 35.25-57.00
Cottonseed Meal 6-1-1 31.00-44.50
Cow 61.75-51.75
Dried Blood 42.75-54.25
Hoof & Horn 77.50-81.00
Hop 28.50-30.50
Horse 49.50-58.50
Leather Meal 41.25-93.25
Pig 68.50-58.75
Poultry 56.50-37.20
Sodium Nitrate 82.00-64.50
Urea 49.75-64.00

Source: Phosphorous (P) promotes root development

Basic Slag 54.00-50.25
Calphos 29.25-53.00
Di. Amm. Phosphate 86.00-51.00
Hard Rock Phosphate 42.50-48.00
Liquid Phosphate 63.00-93.00
Mono. Amm. Phosphate 96.25-51.00
Normal Superphosphoric 39.00-73.50
Phosphoric Acid, Orthophosphoric

acid H3PO4,a Tribasic Acid 92.00-96.00
Soft Rock Phosphate 29.25-53.00
Superphosphoric, 

Commercial Concentrated 35.25-57.00
Superphosphoric Acid 52.25-55.75
Superphosphoric, Normal 39.00-73.50

Source: Potassium (K) promotes disease resistance,
flowering, fruit development

K2 SO444 57.00-92.50
K2 SO44 58.00-92.50

Reading Reading

K2 SO44  2MgSO44 71.00-69.00
KNO3  32.50-76.75
Potassium Nitrate 32.50-42.75

Secondary Nutrients4 —
Source: Calcium (Ca) aka Lime

Baked Oyster Shells 87.00-46.00
Basic Slag 54.00-50.25
Burned Lime 57.00-47.25
Burned Oyster Shells, 

Calcium 38.00-66.00
Calcite 50.50-89.00
Calcium, Phosphate 34.25-32.00
Carbonate 39.75-55.25
Dolomitic 45.00-67.00
Gypsum 12% 40.75-41.50
Gypsum CaSO44 40.75-41.60
Hydrated, Lime 59.50-51.00
Lime, Super Phosphate 54.00-50.30
Lime, Super Phosphate 54.00-60.30
Lime, Slaked 57.00-47.20
Marl 29.25-53.00

Source: Magnesium (Mg)
Dolomite 45.00-67.00
Magnesium Sulfate 53.50-43.50

Source: Sulphur (S)
Ammonium Sulfate 28.50-62.00
Basic Slag 54.00-50.25
Copper Sulfate 54.50-75.75
Elemental Sulfur 30 77.00-94.00
Gypsum 12% 40.75-41.50
Gypsum CaSO44 40.75-41.60
Iron Sulfate 60.75-47.25
Magnesium Sulfate 53.50-43.50
Manganese Sulfate 14.5%41.75-81.50
Potassium Sulfate 59.00-40.75
Potassium, Magnesium

Sulfate 41.00-59.75

1 Macronutrients often are less available in soils with a
low pH.

2 These major nutrients usually are lacking from the soil
first because plants use large amounts for their growth 
and survival.

3 Anion carrying a negative charge.

4 There are usually enough of these nutrients in the soil
so fertilization is not always needed. Large amounts of
calcium and magnesium are added when lime is
applied to acidic soils. Sulfur is usually found in
sufficient amounts from the slow decomposition of soil
organic matter, an important reason to recycle grass
clippings and leaves.  

This information compiled for experimenal agricultural research only and is not intended for use with 
humans. If medical or mental health care is needed, please visit a licensed professional. 
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Fertilizer  
Farm Date
Field

Reading Reading

MICRONUTRIENT INGREDIENTS 5 6  —
Source: Boron (B)

Borax 24.00-52.50
Boric Acid 59.75-39.50
Boron Frits 56.00-52.50
Colemanite 10% 69.75-55.50
Sodium Pentaborate 29.00-51.25
Sodium Tetraborate 

Borate 46 39.00-52.00
Solubor 59.00-53.00

Source: Copper (Cu)
Copper Ammonium 

Phosphate 35.50-61.75
Copper Chelates 37.00-50.00
Copper Chelates 10% 50.00-50.00
Copper Frits, Soil, 

Deficiency 75.00-32.00
Copper Sulfate 54.50-75.75
Phosphate,

Ammonium 30% 33.50-61.75

Source: Iron (Fe)
Iron Ammonium 
Polyphosphate 63.50-27.00
Iron Ammonium Sulfates 62.25-27.00
Iron Chelate 64.00-53.00
Iron Chelates 62.00-27.00
Iron Chelates 64.00-27.00
Iron Frits 49.00-27.00
Iron Oxides 42.50-27.00
Iron Sulfate 60.75-47.25
Iron Sulfates 60.75-27.25

Source: Manganese (Mn)
Manganese Carbonate 51.50-61.75
Manganese Chelates 41.25-60.00
Manganese Chloride 45.50-86.00
Manganese Frits 73.00-71.00
Manganese Oxides 40.25-60.00
Manganese Sulfate 14.5%41.75-81.50
Magnesium Sulfate 53.50-43.50
Manganese Sulfates 29.00-60.00

Source: Molybdenum (Mo)
Molybdic Acid 34.00-58.50
Sodium Molybdate, 

Fungicide 29.00-58.25

Reading Reading

Source: Zinc (Zn)
Zinc Carbonate 70.50-66.50
Zinc Chelates 29.75-66.50
Zinc Frits 53.00-41.00
Zinc Oxides 32.50-66.50
Zinc Phosphate 40.00-66.50
Zinc Sulfates, Hydrated 31.00-66.50
Zinc Sulfates, Basic 66.50-66.50
Zinc Sulfide 35.25-66.50

Other Additives — 
Agrispoon 41.50-61.50
Anionic Calcium Hydroxide 

(Triple Anion) 59.50-51.00
Banana Peels 28.25-63.50
Bicarbonate Of Soda 21.00-45.00
Cationic Vinegar 12.25-61.50
Compost 56.00-55.00
Irish Peat 43.25-26.00
KCl, Hoof & Horn Mix 53.50-70.00
Leaf Mold 34.80-30.00
Liquid Calcium Hydroxide 29.25-51.00
Medina With Seaweed 33.00-60.25
Neem Ulje (natural 27.50-91.20

Insecticide) 2nd-bank 3.00-21.50
                  3rd-bank 9.40-98.90

Nicotine SO4 40% 35.80-57.00
Nitrate Of Soda 19.25-29.25
Nitrate Of Soda NO2, 32.25-41.75
Nitro Chalk 36.20-28.50
Nutritional #4 with 

Peters 15-45-5 28.75-42.00
Nutritional #5 with 

Peters 30-30-30 43.00-65.00
Octagon Soap, Bar 39.00-56.00
Peat, General 27.00-37.80
Planters II 31.00-58.00
Poor Soil With Basic H 32.25-64.25
Potassium Nitrate 32.50-42.75
Seaweed 27.00-30.75
Sphagnum Moss 51.50-77.00
Sul-Po-Mag, K-Mag 20.50-73.25
Used Motor Oil 40.00-49.50
Wood Ash 30.00-41.80

5 Recycling organic matter such as grass clippings and
tree leaves is an excellent way of providing
micronutrients to growing plants.

6 Micronutrients often are less available in soils with a
high pH.

This information compiled for experimenal agricultural research only and is not intended for use with 
humans. If medical or mental health care is needed, please visit a licensed professional.
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POST OFFICE BOX 128 
LAKEMONT, GEORGIA 30552 
v: (706) 782-2524 
f:  (706) 782-1047 
E-mail: info@kellyresearchtech.com 
www.kellyresearchtech.com 

 
Page Item Price S/H Qty Total 

3 KRT Tuning Station $1,000.00 $40.00   
      
7 Omron 16-1 Adjustable Timer Upgrade $295.00 varies   
 For pre-2012 Seeker, Beacon, and Workstations     
      
9 BETAR Pro 700 Amplifier $4,500.00 $60.00   
 Harness Adapter, for pre-2014 BETAR systems  $150.00 $6.00   
      

Extra May 17-18: Basic Radionics – Individual Enrollment $400.00 N/A   
 – Retake or with Purchase $199.00 N/A   
 May 19-20: Advanced Radionics – Individual Enrollment $200.00 N/A   
      

Extra Aug 10-11 KRT Great Radionics Expo – Until May 31 $199.00 N/A   
                                                       – After June 1 $300.00 N/A   
                                                       – Spouse/Child $199.00 N/A   
      

Extra Aug 12-13: Basic Radionics – Individual Enrollment $400.00 N/A   
 – Retake, or with Expo or Purchase $199.00 N/A   
      
      
      
 Kelly Research Report – Electronic (PDF) $9.99/year N/A   
 Kelly Research Report – One/Two Year Renewal (USA) $25.00/$45.00 N/A   
 Kelly Research Report – One/Two Year Renewal (International) $40.00/$75.00 N/A   

 Subtotal  
       7% Sales Tax (Georgia only)  

 TOTAL ENCLOSED  
 
 

Shipping & Handling: All shipments travel via UPS Ground or the US Postal Service within the United 
States. Call or email us for international rates, alternative shipping methods, or for ordering of items not 
listed on this form.  Discounts are usually available for combined shipping of multiple items. 
 
Customer Name:     

Company:    

Street Address:    

City:  State: Zip: 

Country:  Telephone: E-Mail: 

 
Payment: All payments must be made using U.S. Funds by check (payable on a U.S. bank), postal money 
order, or credit card.  Mail or fax your order to the address noted at the top of this page. We also accept 
PayPal.   Direct PayPal payments to: “sales@kellyresearchtech.com”. 
 

Credit Card Type:  Card Number: 
 
 

 

CC Billing Address   
 
 

Expiration Date:  3 or 4 Digit Security Code:                               Signature of Authorization: 
 
 

 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ORDER! 

Kelly Research Report
 

Spring 2014 Order Form
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2014 KRT Events 
 
 

All KRT radionics courses will be delivered by Ed Kelly and will include a balance of radionic 
theory, practical application, and hands-on activities that will equip participants to apply 
radionics to the energetic world that flows through us all. Ed is a uniquely qualified 
instructor with years of experience building radionic instruments, working with senior 
instructors, and writing about this amazing field. 
 
May 17-18:  KRT Basic Radionics  The Dome, Lakemont, Georgia 
A two-day introduction to the basic theory and hands-on operation of the radionic instrument for the 
new beginner and anyone seeking a refresher. Topics will include collection of samples and witnesses, 
energetic analysis and radionic balancing, use of reagents, use of worksheets, and cold scanning.  
Participants will practice using the radionic instrument to complete analysis worksheets on water and 
soil samples brought from home or taken at the site of the class, then utilizing the broadcast mode to 
energetically balance those elements.  $400 each or $199 for retake, with new purchase, or with 
enrollment in the Great Radionics Expo. 
 
May 19-20:  KRT Advanced Topics in Radionics The Dome, Lakemont, Georgia 
This two-day course will move beyond the basics, with hands-on projects in Potentizing, Advanced 
Rate Scanning for Accuracy, Use of Frequencies and Light, Reagent Use and Stacking Order.  
Participants will cold scan a two-bank/four-dial rate whose focus is on clearing one or more specific 
obstacles from their lives, plus complete and discuss the results found on the Psychic Attack sheet. 
Bring samples/witnesses from your water, soil, and animals and we will focus our discussions on how 
to approach the specific problems you are having on your farm or at your homestead! Participants 
must have a working knowledge of their radionic instrument for this course. $200 per person. 
 

EXPO DATES HAVE CHANGED!       PLEASE READ CAREFULLY! 
 

August 8-9:  Raymon Grace - Dowser           Columbus, Ohio 
KRT is very pleased to present Raymon Grace, founder and president of 
the Raymon Grace Foundation. Raymon is a dowser, lecturer, and the 
author of three books and 40 DVD videos that share information 
gathered and cultivated over the last 40 years.  In Columbus, Raymon 
will present, Stacking the deck of life in your favor with intent.   
 

August 10-11:  KRT Great Radionics Expo            Columbus, Ohio 
A grass-roots celebration of radionics and the energetic arts featuring 24 programs by researchers 
working in a wide variety of areas, including crop/herd agriculture, personal healing, and Earth energy 
engineering, featuring 8 programs organized by our friends at the US Psychotronics Association. The 
Expo Market will put you face-to-face with the manufacturers of esoteric equipment and information. 
 
August 12-13:  KRT Basic Radionics  Columbus, Ohio 
A two-day introduction to the basic theory and hands-on operation of the radionic instrument for the 
new beginner and anyone seeking a refresher. Topics will include collection of samples and witnesses, 
energetic analysis and radionic balancing, use of reagents, use of worksheets, and cold scanning.  
Participants will practice using the radionic instrument to complete analysis worksheets on water and 
soil samples brought from home or taken at the site of the class, then utilizing the broadcast mode to 
energetically balance those elements.  $400 each or $250 for retake or with purchase. 

 
Please visit the “Training & Events” page at the KRT website or see the KRT Great 
Radionics Expo information package included with this newsletter for detailed 
program/registration information for all three Expo events. 
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Other Energetic Events in 2014 
 

This is a golden age for sharing ideas in radionics and other energetic arts!  Consider 
taking part in a program conducted by one or more of these teachers, healers, and 
radionics researchers.  Each of them has a unique perspective to share.  
 
Ongoing: Conshohocken Radionics  Conshohocken, Pennsylvania 
Pennsylvania Pete Radatti’s group now has 70 members and hosts regular meetings, classes, and 
discussion groups on radionics.  Find out about upcoming events at: www.meetup.com/radionics 
 

Ongoing: Wisdom Quest Group  Western Ohio 
Bruce M. Forrester’s Wisdom Quest Group brings together an active membership and experts in a 
variety of esoteric and mainstream topics.  Find out about upcoming Wisdom Quest events at: 
www.zephyrtechnology.com/html/wisdom_quest_group.HTM 
 

Ongoing:  Personal Radionics Training  Las Vegas, New Mexico 
Rev. Dr. Karen Stashek provides one-on-one, personalized radionics training by appointment only.  
Instruction is available at the Beginner, Intermediate, or Advanced levels.  To schedule a course or 
session please contact Karen at 505-425-9003, or via email at: karenstashek@desertgate.com. 
 

July 9-11: Beginner’s Radionics  Des Moines, Iowa 
July 12-13: Advanced Radionics  Des Moines, Iowa 
Marty Lucas of Every Advantage Consulting will teach unique concepts and cutting-edge procedures 
discovered and developed to identify and resolve the most persistent problems found in crops, 
livestock, and the home.  A variety of innovative tools will be demonstrated for making the most of 
the radionic instrument. Participants must be fully proficient in basic radionics.  For more information 
or to register contact Marty at 515-270-2300, or via email at: marty@everyadvantage.net.  
 

July 21-25:  Advanced Medical Radiesthesia & Radionics Santa Fe, New Mexico 
This five day intensive course will be taught by Dr. Linda Lancaster of the Light Harmonics Institute.  
Participants completing the program will be awarded a certificate. For details and to register call Light 
Harmonics at 505-989-4610, or email: info@lightharmonics.com. 
 
July 26-27:  Electromagnetic Energy Cooking Class Santa Fe, New Mexico 
This two day course will be taught by Dr. Linda Lancaster of the Light Harmonics Institute and is 
open to anyone interested in healing and health. For details and to register call Light Harmonics at 
505-989-4610, or email: info@lightharmonics.com. 
 

September:  Dynamics of Homeopathy Module 1  Santa Fe, New Mexico 
In Energy Medicine, Homeopathic principles are utilized and the remedies can be the missing link 
between the mother, layperson, natural healer and the doctor. In this certificate module Dr. Linda 
Lancaster will help the student to understand the role Homeopathy plays in an Energy Medicine 
Natural Healing Practice. Polycrests, Cell Salts, Drainage and Acute remedies will be discussed and 
practical applications of these remedies will be shown. For details and to register call Light Harmonics 
at 505-989-4610, or email: info@lightharmonics.com. 
 

October 2-4:  Radionics Symposium Taught by the Masters Rapid City, South Dakota 
Dr. Ron Barone has organized an advanced radionics class covering humans, livestock, pets, crops, 
and gardens. Instructors for this three-day event will include Dr. Ron Barone, Sarah Emond, Robin 
Hermanson, Tim Lippert, Marty Lucas, Scott Ertl, and Daniel Taylor. For complete details about 
this course and the topics to be covered, please visit the KRT “Training & Events” web and download 
the class flier. Or contact Dr. Barone via email at livingwordministry8@yahoo.com or by phone at 
605-787-5620. The deadline to enroll for this course is May 30, so do not delay! 

 
“For the best return on your money, pour your purse into your head.”  

- Benjamin Franklin 



 

NOTE: The universal radionic concepts covered in class will equip participants to conduct radionic research in any area of interest.  However, 
human health issues cannot be covered at any time.  Regrettably, any questions concerning human health will have to be declined. 
 

 
 

KRT Radionics Workshops: Lakemont, Georgia 
 

Come to The Dome and see where Kelly Research Technologies was born!   Courses will be delivered 
by Ed Kelly and will include a balance of radionic theory, practical application and hands-on activities 
that will equip course participants to apply radionics to the energetic world that flows through us all.  
 
BASIC RADIONICS:  May 17-18, 2014  The Dome, Lakemont, Georgia 
An introduction to the basic theory and hands-on operation of the radionic instrument.  This course is 
designed for the brand new beginner and anyone wanting a refresher on the basics.  Topics include: 
 
 

 History and Theory of Radionics  
 Samples and Witnesses 
 Energetic Analysis and Balancing 

 Water & Plant/Soil Analysis Worksheets 
 Use of Reagents: Physical and Electronic 
 Basic Rate Scanning/Electronic Dowsing 

 
Participants will practice using and developing a touch for the radionic instrument by completing 
analysis worksheets on water and soil samples brought from home or taken at the site of the class, 
then utilizing the instrument in the broadcast mode to energetically balance those elements. 
 
Each individual enrollee will be provided with following materials and information: 

 Radionics - Book 2: Applied Radionics 
 Set of 10 KRT radionic worksheets  

 Two 300 ml Griffin beakers 
 One year: Kelly Research Report 

 
Individual Enrollment $400.00 
Retake or with Purchase of a New Instrument $199.00 
Instrument Rental (Supplies are limited!) $50.00 
 
 

 

ADVANCED TOPICS IN RADIONICS: May 19-20, 2014 The Dome, Lakemont, Georgia  
A two-day course designed to explore advanced dimensions of knowledge. Participants will cold scan a 
two bank/four dial rate whose focus is on clearing one or more specific obstacles from their lives, plus 
complete and discuss the results found on the Psychic Attack sheet. Participants must have a working 
knowledge of their radionic instrument.  Topics covered will include: 
 

 Advanced Rate Scanning for Accuracy 
 Case Study: Psychic Attack Worksheet 

 Advanced Reagent Selection 
 Radionic Harmonic Matching 

 

Bring samples/witnesses from your water, soil, and animals and we will focus our discussions on how 
to approach the specific problems you are having on your farm or at your homestead. 
 
Individual Enrollment $200.00 
Instrument Rental (Supplies are limited!) $50.00 
 
 

 

Participants in both workshops are also welcome to complimentary 
rides on KRT’s BETAR Master Edition Focused Vibroacoustic Sound 
Therapy system, also located at The Dome in Lakemont. For more 
information on BETAR please visit: www.betar.com.  

 



 

NOTE: The universal radionic concepts covered in class will equip participants to conduct radionic research in any area of interest.  However, 
human health issues cannot be covered at any time.  Regrettably, any questions concerning human health will have to be declined. 
 

Who: Courses will be delivered by Ed Kelly, President of KRT.  Ed is a uniquely qualified 
instructor with years of experience building radionic devices, working with senior 
instructors, and writing about this amazing field. 

 

Where:   The Dome at KRT:   121 Oasis Road, Lakemont, Georgia 30552 
 

When: Classes will run from 8:30 am to 5:00 pm each day, with breaks. 
  

Bring:           Any Hieronymus-type radionic instrument, plus samples of water, soil, plants, and/or 
animals from home. Please order as soon as possible if a new instrument is required 
from KRT.  A limited number of instruments will be available for rent from KRT.  

 

Food: Light refreshments will be provided during class.  Participants will be responsible for 
their own meals.  A variety of restaurants is available in the area.   

 

Lodging Recommendations: 
Lake Rabun Hotel   Lakemont, GA  706-782-4946   www.lakerabunhotel.com 
Quality Inn & Suites   Clayton, GA  706-782-2214   www.choicehotels.com 
Tiger Creek Falls Inn  Tiger, GA 706-782-2085  www.tigercreekfallsinn.com 
 
Area Attractions: 
Rabun County, Georgia, is a beautiful area of mountains, lakes and spectacular gorges! Make the most of your 
visit by spending some extra time in the area. To learn more, please visit: www.gamountains.com 
 
Register: All prices are in US dollars.  Registration may be paid by check, credit card, or 

PayPal. Call to register via credit card at (706) 782-2524, or complete and fax the 
following enrollment form to (706) 782-1047.  PayPal payments should be 
directed to: sales@kellyresearchtech.com. Send checks and other 
correspondence to KRT, Inc., PO Box 128, Lakemont, GA, 30552, USA. 

 
 
Contact Information:    
 

Participant Name:  
 

  
 

Street /Box: 
 

  

City: 
 

 State: Zip:

Country: 
 

 Telephone: E-Mail:

 
Credit Card Payment Information (Visa, Mastercard, or Discover)    
 

Name on Credit Card:  Card Number:

CC Billing Address:   

Expiration Date:  3 or 4 Digit Security Code:                          Signature of Authorization:

 

Enroll today! Call: 706-782-2524 or email: sales@kellyresearchtech.com 
 



EXPO DATES HAVE CHANGED!       PLEASE READ CAREFULLY! 
 

 
 

 
RAYMON GRACE - DOWSER  8/8 – 8/9 
Stacking the deck of life in your favor with intent – a self-empowerment seminar. 
KRT is very pleased to present Raymon Grace, founder and president of the Raymon Grace 
Foundation. Raymon is a dowser, lecturer, and the author of three books: The Future is Yours - Do 
Something About It, Techniques That Work For Me, and Seasons of April. Topics will include: 
 

 Reach the Alpha Brain Frequency, including the numerous benefits. This adds power to your thoughts. 
 Reducing stress 
 Mentally communicate with a person to eliminate arguments 
 Plant positive suggestions in your own mind to change your belief system. 
 Positively influence the behavior of a person at a distance and cause them to treat you better 
 Do healing work with the pendulum 
 Send healing energy to a person at a distance or remote healing-- Overcome fear 
 Reach a realm of the Spirit World--A Native American healing technique--The Medicine Place 
 Meet your Spirit Guides and use them 
 Change a negative situation into a positive one—reduce the effect of past trauma 
 Bring a bottle of water to be energized for a  supply of energized water 
 Find and eliminate various negative influences  
 Receive detailed information on effectively clearing the energy of people and property 
 Perform Exorcism safely 
 Change the energy in your family, home and community for improved health and compatibility 
 Employ techniques for attracting prosperity 
 AND MORE! LOTS MORE!!  
 Real life examples will be given on all the techniques taught each day 
 

Raymon has created 40 DVD videos sharing information learned over the past 40 years. His books 
have all been printed in both English and Chinese. His work is being used in several countries for 
improving water and self-improvement. His newsletter reaches people in 142 countries. He has been 
a guest on numerous radio talk shows including the well-known "Coast to Coast AM Radio." You can 
learn more about Raymon Grace and his work at his websites:  

 

www.raymongrace.us www.raymongraceprojects.com  www.raymongracefoundation.org 
 

 
Folks, I can't say enough about my experience in Raymon's course last year in Rapid City, South 
Dakota. He showed me how to open my eyes and see the world around me, to get out of my own 
way and understand just how thin the veil between the energetic and physical realms can be. It was 
truly a transformational experience that I would recommend for anyone that is interested in 
participating in reality rather than just living as a spectator.  - Ed Kelly 
 
 

Individual Early Registration – Before July 10  $250.00 
Individual Registration at the Door – CASH ONLY $300.00 
 
For Early Registration, please send a check for $250.00 to: 
 

Raymon Grace,  29501 North Fork River Road, Saltville, VA 24370 
 

Cash discounts will be available at the seminar for Raymon’s books, DVDs, and other goods. 
 



EXPO DATES HAVE CHANGED!       PLEASE READ CAREFULLY! 
 

 
 
KRT GREAT RADIONICS EXPO - 2014  8/10 – 8/11 
A grass-roots celebration of radionics and the energetic arts featuring 24 programs by researchers 
working in a wide variety of areas, including crop/herd agriculture, personal healing, and Earth 
energy engineering. The Expo Market will put participants face-to-face with the manufacturers of 
radionic equipment, esoteric technology, and information.  
 

Very exciting news!  KRT is very proud to welcome 
the U.S. Psychotronics Association to participate in 
the 2014 Great Radionics Expo!   For many years 
the USPA was the only organization in the United 
States gathering, publishing, and organizing meetings with the world’s top radionics and other 
esoteric researchers, including charter member Peter J. Kelly.  The USPA is described as follows: 
 

The USPA evolved from a meeting in Indianapolis, Indiana, in 1975, organized by the late J. G. Gallimore. A 
talented psychic and scientific researcher, Jerry sought to understand the rules governing the energy fields and 
currents he could see and feel around people, objects, and machines and to develop ways of constructively 
applying those rules. The meeting drew over 80 people and led to a second meeting in Washington, D. C. the 
following year. That was when the decision was made to form a registered non-profit organization under Section 
501 (c)(3) of the IRS Code, as the U.S. Psychotronics Association. The USPA was incorporated in the District of 
Columbia on August 5, 1977.  (Please visit: www.psychotronics.org) 
 

In 2014 the USPA will present a slate of experts to share the latest radionic and esoteric information 
with Expo participants.   Confirmed KRT and USPA speakers to date include: 
 

Dr. Ron Barone   Minister, Radionics Teacher, Well-Being Consultant 
Tom Bearden    Physicist, Inventor, Author: Action at a Distance (1990 video) 
Dr. Donna Ditton   Animal Communicator, Master of Integrative Energy Therapy 
Dr. Thomas Dykstra  Entomologist, Consultant, Lecturer  
Dr. T. Galen Hieronymus Inventor:  The History of Radionics  (1983 video) 
Ed Kelly    Inventor and Teacher: Kelly Research Technologies 
George Kuepper   Farmer, Teacher, Author: Radionics, Reality, & Man 
Dr. Linda Lancaster  Naturopathic Physician and Homeopath, Radionics Teacher 
Lutie Larsen   Radionics/Ag Teacher, Author, Consultant: Little Farm & SE-5 
Tim Lippert   Radionics Teacher, Livestock Innovations Ag Consulting 
Marty Lucas   Radionics Teacher, Every Advantage Ag Consulting 
Jay McCaman   Farmer, Author: When Weeds Talk and Scanner Rates for Ag 
Don Paris    Inventor, Teacher, Author: SE-5 1000 Instrument 
Glen Rein    Scientist, Researcher, Board Member: US Psychotronics Assn. 

 
This list includes only a fraction of the speakers who will present at the Great Radionics Expo! Stay 
tuned for more information as additional speakers confirm their participation and finalize their plans. 
 
Individual Registration – Until May 31:  $199.00 
Individual Registration – After June 1:  $300.00 
Spouse/Child Registration:     $199.00 

 
No Expo programs will be filmed!  To experience this event you must attend! 



 
EXPO DATES HAVE CHANGED!       PLEASE READ CAREFULLY! 

 

 
 
KRT BASIC RADIONICS WORKSHOP 8/12 – 8/13 
A two-day introduction to the basic theory and hands-on operation of the radionic instrument for the 
new beginner and anyone seeking a refresher. Topics will include collection of samples and 
witnesses, energetic analysis and radionic balancing, use of reagents, use of worksheets, and cold 
scanning. Participants will practice using the radionic instrument to complete analysis worksheets on 
water and soil samples brought from home or taken at the site of the class, then utilizing the 
broadcast mode to energetically balance those elements.  Spaces are limited!  
 
Individual Registration:  $400.00 
with Expo Enrollment, Instrument Purchase or Course Retake  $199.00 
Rental Instrument (Supplies Limited!)  $50.00 
 
 
 
 

LOGISTICS 
 
Where:   Columbus, Ohio, is the capital of the Buckeye State and home to The Ohio State 

University. The city is home to a variety of museums, gardens, and attractions. 
For more info please visit the city online:  www.experiencecolumbus.com. 

 

Lodging: All events will be held at the Columbus Airport Marriott, located at 1375 N. 
Cassady Avenue, Columbus, Ohio, 43219-1524. A discounted group rate of 
$109.00 per night has been secured under the name KRT Great Radionics Expo.  
Call 614-475-7551 OR visit http://tinyurl.com/l8wcfy9 to make a reservation or to 
learn more about the Columbus Airport Marriott.  The discount rate expires 7/18. 

 

When: Raymon Grace’s seminar will run from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm each day.  Expo 
registration will begin at 7:00 am on August 10. Programs will run from 8:00 am 
to 5:00 pm each day, with breaks. An informal mixer will be held on the evening 
of August 10.  The KRT Basic Workshop will from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm each day. 

 

Bring:           Expo: Radionic instruments will be provided when required for demonstration. 
 Basic Radionics Course: Bring or rent an instrument for this hands-on class!  
 

Food: Participants will be responsible for their own meals.     
 

Register: For Raymon Grace’s Seminar please send a check for $250.00 to: 
  

 Raymon Grace  29501 North Fork River Road Saltville, VA 24370 
  

 The deadline for early registration in Raymon’s course is July 10! After 
this date please bring $300.00 in cash to register for this seminar.  

 
 For the KRT Great Radionics Expo and the KRT Basic Radionics Course: 
 Registration must be paid by credit card, PayPal, or cash at the door. Call to 

register at (706) 782-2524, or complete and fax/email the attached form to (706) 
782-1047. Send checks or other correspondence to KRT, PO Box 128, Lakemont, 
GA, 30552.  PayPal payments should be directed to: 
sales@kellyresearchtech.com. 

 



 

EXPO DATES HAVE CHANGED!       PLEASE READ CAREFULLY! 
 

 
 

 

Registration: KRT Expo and Basic Workshop 
 
 

Contact Information:    
 

Participant 1 Name:  
 

  
 

Participant 2 Name:  
 

  

Street /Box: 
 

  

City: 
 

 State: Zip:

Country: 
 

 Telephone: E-Mail:

 
 
 

Registration Type Price Quantity Total 

Expo Individual Registration – Until May 31 $199.00  
 

 

Expo Individual Registration – After June 1 $300.00  
 

 

Expo Spouse/Child Registration $199.00   

Basic Radionics Workshop – Individual $400.00  
 

 

Basic Radionics Workshop – w/ Expo, Purchase or Retake $199.00  
 

 

Basic Radionics Workshop - Rental Instrument $50.00  
 

 

 
 

Credit Card Payment Information (Visa, Mastercard, and Discover)    
 

Name on Card:  Card Number:

CC Billing Address:   

Expiration Date:  3 or 4 Digit Security Code:                          Signature of Authorization:

 

Disclaimer: These events are being organized by KRT to promote community and the sharing of 
information.  However, KRT is not responsible for anything said, suggested, claimed, or implied by 
any individual or group in any workshop, speech, program or other Expo event, nor anything sold, 
whether or not Kelly radionic equipment is utilized by anyone involved. 



 

Master Edition
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Portable Edition 

 

 

WHAT IS BETAR? 
 
 

Resonate your life with BETAR®!  BETAR focused vibroacoustic sound therapy systems combine the 
relaxation power of total-body sonic energy massage, soothing low-frequency sound and magnetic waves, 
and the healing power of your favorite music to deliver the ultimate in stress reduction, pain release and 
personal balance. Resonate your life with BETAR! 
 
BETAR -  the ultimate sonic energy massage.   
Users lie on a comfortable dual-density memory foam cushion while their 
favorite music washes through them, takes them for an audio ride that is as 
exciting, as tranquil, or as joyous as the music they select. An array of speakers 
focused along the midline of the body allows users to literally feel the music as 
the sound waves pulse through them in complete comfort without excessive 
volume.  
 
BETAR – the sound of deep relaxation. 
Like ripples on a pond, the sound waves delivered by the focused speaker array 
resonate outward through every muscle, organ and joint in the body - a gentle 
musical massage that melts away deeply-held patterns of tension, stress and 
pain. Riders float away from the concerns of everyday life to visit a personal 
musical sanctuary where healing can take place.  Riders consistently report 
complete relaxation at the end of their sessions. 
 
BETAR - the ultimate way to experience music.  
BETAR riders experience their favorite songs and symphonies as never before, 
feeling every drum beat, horn note and bass tone as a physical, tactile 
sensation.  Many riders report feeling like they were onstage with the 
musicians, or felt compelled to dance and sing.  On rider said, "I was a stream 
of music flowing through the universe. A wonderful, wonderful experience." 
 
BETAR reduces pain.  
A 2000 study in the effectiveness of Vibroacoustic Therapy at the Ella Milbank 
Foshay Cancer Center at Jupiter Medical Center, Florida, studied the use of 
vibroacoustic therapy using a Standard Edition BETAR system with the goal of 
reducing patient pain and symptoms resulting from cancer and cancer 
treatment. The corresponding study of a group of 27 patients between the ages 
of 33 and 78 revealed a 61% to 74% decrease in pain and symptoms.  
 
BETAR is a pathway to emotional release. 
Many riders experience rich emotional responses beyond what could be expected from a mere listening 
experience as old physical and emotional trauma is released from deep within the muscle memory, leaving 
the rider feeling refreshed and reborn. Many riders simply come off grinning from ear to ear, renewed and 
rejuvenated.  
 
BETAR is a pathway to an esoteric experience.  
Each of the speakers in the BETAR focused vibroacoustic array pulsate with a specific low frequency sound 
wave – a BETAR Mood-o-Matic® Mood Tone.  These seven soothing sound waves were chosen for their 
ability to naturally stimulate the body’s energy centers – the chakra – in the same way that the monks of 
the East use chanting and gongs to do the same.  The magnetic field generated by the focused speaker 
array simultaneously pulses the body’s energetic/electrical field – the aura – adding resonance and clarity.  
The result is an experience that can allow riders to achieve a state of spiritual wellness or soar beyond 
normal feelings of perception, space and time.    



 

WWW.BETAR.COM 

 CHOOSE THE RIGHT BETAR SYSTEM FOR YOU!  
 

At the heart of every BETARTM system is a focused vibroacoustic speaker array and the BETAR Pro 700 
Amplifier with all 7 Pathways to Relaxation. The addition of top quality Bose® around-ear headphones 
envelop Portable, Spa and Standard Edition users in a personal vibroacoustic sanctuary. Riders of Pro and 
Master Edition Systems float in space at the heart of a geodesic dome framework, with the vibroacoustic 
sound therapy table positioned at the focal point of an additional eight-speaker array that guarantees total 
immersion in their favorite songs, symphonies and soundscapes. Most BETAR systems may be customized 
to meet the needs of any client, enterprise, or institution. 
 
 

PORTABLE EDITION                                                $4,499.00  
 

A top-quality NovaTM portable massage table by Oakworks® is equipped with an 
eight-speaker light focused array and the same Pro 700 Amplifier found at the 
heart of every BETAR sound therapy system. The Mood-o-Matic Mood Tones 
generated by the amplifier melt away cares and concerns as riders are 
immersed in a personal sanctuary of healing by the premium Bose® 
headphones and four inches of Oakworks Aero-Cel™ foam padding.   
 Perfect for the home or the pro on the go! 

 

SPA EDITION                                                          $4,499.00 
 

A Seychelle™ fixed bamboo spa table by Oakworks® is outfitted with the same 
eight-speaker light focused array and Pro 700 Amplifier found in the Portable 
Edition system.  Riders drift away from their troubles on four inches of 
Oakworks Aero-Cel™ foam padding while premium Bose® around-ear 
headphones deliver crystal clear reproduction of their favorite songs, 
symphonies and soundscapes.  Ideal for the home or office.  
 
STANDARD EDITION $6,499.00 
 

Upgrade the BETAR vibroacoustic experience with the heavy-duty 10-speaker 
focused array, with larger speakers under the spinal column and additional 
speakers under the legs. Comfort is upgraded with a custom cover stuffed with 
2" of high-density support foam and 4" of memory foam by Serta®.  The 
custom-made oak console houses the Pro 700 Amp and any optional 
components.  Ideal for the home or office. 
 
PRO EDITION $25,000.00 
 

Riders achieve new dimensions of relaxation on a heavy-duty 10 speaker 
focused array suspended in a geodesic dome at the focal point of four floor and 
four dome-mounted speakers.  A pro-quality, rack-mount CD/mp3 player and 
and mp3 docking station join the CD/DVD-R played found in the Pro 700 
Amplifier to allow on the fly channel mixing from any imaginable music media. 
Totally customizable, the Pro Edition is a dramatic centerpiece in any spa, 
resort or healing arts center!         For premium and commercial installations.  

 

MASTER EDITION $40,000.00 
The ultimate focused vibroacoustic sound therapy experience! Riders sail away 
at the focal point of 3,000 watts of sonic energy, including eight enormous 15" 
woofers in floor speakers by JBL® - gentle giants that float riders on an ocean 
of healing sonic energy without excessive volume. The full sized operator 
console is equipped to deliver on-the-fly mixing from six audio input sources. 
Guests and clients will know you have the best when they see you've installed 
the Master Edition System!  The ultimate installation! 

 

 
BETAR USA 
POST OFFICE BOX 987 
ATHENS, GEORGIA 30603 

 
800-33-BETAR (Voice) 

706 782-1047 (Fax) 
 



 
        
 

 
 

BETAR IS VIBROACOUSTIC RESONANCE 
 

Vibroacoustic Therapy combines the physical vibrations of relaxing music with the 
vibrations of pulsed low-frequency tones. Research and clinical programs around the 
world consistently report positive benefits from vibroacoustic stimulation of the body: 
 

• Provides skin surface massage and deep tissue massage 

 

• Stimulates blood circulation 
• Improves range of motion 
• Generates positive effect on muscle tone 
• Reduces headaches, fatigue and nausea 
• Reduces stress and anxiety 
• Reduces depression 
• Promotes feeling of calm 
• Reduces hyperactivity 
• Develops sensory awareness 
• Delivers auditory and physical stimulation 
• Enhances communication skills 
• Reduces pain, addressing physical and psychological causes 

BETAR Standard Edition 
Focused Speaker Array 

 

(http://www.lowfreqsoundresearch.net/forum/topic.php?id=131) 
 

All BETAR sound therapy systems employ a focused speaker array to deliver sonic 
energy directly to the spine and the legs, allowing vibratory energy to radiate to and 
through every part of the body without excessive volume.   
 
 

SUPPORTING RESEARCH 
 

 Brodsky and Sloboda (1997) evaluated the effects of a music-enhanced 
therapeutic environment for 54 professional orchestra symphony musicians using 
a vibroacoustic massage power recliner. Results found that the music enhanced 
therapeutic sessions were equally effective as standard traditional counseling and 
psychotherapy.  

 

 Skille, Wilgram, and Weeks (1989) studied the therapeutic effect of low frequency 
sound on specific physical disorders and disabilities and found that low-frequency 
vibration produced via vibrotactile couches relieves pain, reduces muscle spasms, 
decrease muscle tone, loosens lung secretions, and improves respiration and 
circulation.  

 

 Walters (1996) used a vibroacoustic mattress and investigated the effects of 
vibrotactile stimulation on 39 women awaiting gynecological surgery. Results 
found that subjects who received the vibrotactile stimulation demonstrated 
significantly less post intervention apprehension and demonstrated the least 
fluctuation in systolic and diastolic blood pressure.  

 
WWW.BETAR.COM 



 
 
 

 
 
 

 

BETAR IS BRAINWAVE ENTRAINMENT 
 

Brainwave entrainment or "brainwave synchronization," is any practice that aims 
to cause brainwave frequencies to fall into step with a periodic stimulus, having a 
frequency corresponding to the intended brain-state (for example, to induce sleep). It 
depends upon a "frequency following" response on the assumption that the human brain 
has a tendency to change its dominant EEG frequency towards the frequency of a 
dominant external stimulus.  (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brainwave_entrainment) 
 

Brainwave entrainment has been found to be an effective therapeutic tool with benefits 
achieved by people suffering from: 
 

 Stress  Behavioral problems 
 Pain  Anxiety and Depression 
 Headaches and migraines  Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD) 
 Memory problems  Eating Disorders 
 Premenstrual syndrome (PMS)  Addiction 

 

Every BETAR system and device uses low frequency sound and magnetic waves to 
gently entrain the user both aurally and through stimulation of the body’s electrical field.  
Achieving entrainment is the primary objective of the BETAR Mood-O-Matic devices.  
 

SUPPORTING RESEARCH 
 

 Tina Huanug completed a comprehensive review of the psychological effects of 
brainwave entrainment (BWE) in peer-reviewed journals. Her findings suggest 
BWE is an effective therapeutic tool benefitting people suffering from cognitive 
functioning deficits, stress, pain, headache/migraines, Premenstrual syndrome, 
and behavioral problems. (2008). 

 

 Berg and Siever (2009) used audio-visual entrainment (AVE) used as a treatment 
for 74 participants with Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD). The 20 Hz AVE 
treatment produced significant reductions in depression and anxiety symptoms. It 
also produced improvements in social life, increased happiness and energy, a 
decrease in eating, appetite, and carbohydrate intake. 

 

 Williams, Ramaswamy, and Oulhaj (2006) tested 10 Hz alpha waves in correlation 
to memory performance in participants aged 67-92. Results indicated that alpha-
like EEG activity may subserve memory processes in older people.  

 

 Ossebaard (2000) conducted an experiment at an addiction care center using 
brainwave synchronizers, entraining brainwave activity though audiovisual 
stimulation at 8-13 Hz. Subjects showed a significant, immediate decrease in state 
anxiety and reported a range of subjective effects.  

 
WWW.BETAR.COM 
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